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4f configuration, 251–3, 337
Abbe’s sine condition, 93–4
aberration correction
– with DOE, 332
objective –, 230–1
aberrations, 33
– due to objective, 95
– when focusing near interfaces, 100
astigmatism, 33
chromatic –, 33
coma, 33
comatic –, 33
field distortion, 33
focus deterioration due to –, 103, 241
Petzval field curvature, 33
spherical –, 33
trap based on spherical –, 444–5
Abraham momentum, see Abraham–Minkowski
dilemma
Abraham–Minkowski dilemma, 25, 26, 110
absorption spectroscopy, see spectroscopic optical
tweezers
ac Stark shift, 503
ACF, see autocorrelation function
achromatic objective, see objective
acoustic tweezers, 9–10
acousto-optic deflector, 252, 340–1, 350, 363
actin, 371, 379–82, 387, 389–92
actin cortex, 355
adaptive-additive algorithm, see holographic optical
tweezers
addition formulas, see multipole, addition theorem
addition theorem, see multipole, addition theorem
adenosine triphosphate, 380, 390
aerosol, 439, 441–6
AFM, see atomic force microscopy
aggregates of spheres, see transition matrix,
aggregates of spheres
angle of incidence, 20
angular Mathieu functions, 90
angular momentum, 111–15, 158–60
– operator, see ladder operators
conservation of –, 107, 109
orbital –, 6, 37, 114–15, 149–51, 332–4, 416,
512
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spin –, 6, 37, 114–15, 143–6, 378, 416
sum of –, see Clebsch–Gordan coefficients
angular spectrum representation, 79–83, 93, 97, 124
– of a focused field, 95–6
– of a focused field near an interface, 101
anomalous diffusion, 455, 458
AOD, see acousto-optic deflector
aplanatic lens, 31, 93
apochromatic objective, see objective
apodisation, 95
Asakura–Oosawa theory, 428
associated Laguerre polynomials, 87
associated Legendre equation, 117
associated Legendre functions, 117
astigmatism, see aberrations
asymmetry parameter, 126, 142, 532
– for a Mie particle, 136
transverse –, 126, 142
atom cooling
1D Doppler cooling, 498
1D Raman cooling, 498
1D VSCPT cooling, 498
2D Doppler cooling, 498
3D Doppler cooling, 498
Bose–Einstein condensation, 498
Doppler cooling, 499–504, 513
evaporative cooling, 507, 513
magnetic trapping, 507
spin-polarised BEC, 498
sub-Doppler cooling, 498
atom optics, 505
atom trapping, 504–6
strong-field seekers, 505
weak-field seekers, 505
atomic force microscopy, 8–9, 296, 297
atomic momentum diffusion, 501
atoms, 498–518
ATP, see adenosine triphosphate
autocorrelation function, 203–4, 300–7
– analysis, see calibration, autocorrelation function
intensity – of a speckle, 457, 458
velocity –, 205, 206
average
block –, 285
ensemble –, 193, 277
time –, 193, 277
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Avogadro number, 191
axicon, 76, 90, 319
bacterial pili, 388–9
bacterial spores, 405
bacterium, 3, 193, 240, 358, 388–9, 392–3, 395, 405,
417, 476
Bauer’s expansion, 123, 162
beam, 76, 83–92
Airy –, 104
Bessel –, 90, 91, 443–6
cylindrical vector –, 92, 93, 104
azimuthally polarised –, 85, 92, 93, 96–9, 103
hybrid polarised –, 93
radially polarised –, 85, 92, 93, 96, 98, 99, 103
discrete –, 89, 91, 340
doughnut –, 36
Gaussian –, 83–5
– quality, 244
Gouy phase shift, 85
phase correction, 84
Rayleigh range, 84
wavefront radius, 84
width, 84
Helmholtz–Gauss –, 89
Hermite–Gaussian –, 85–7, 334
Ince–Gaussian –, 104
Laguerre–Gaussian –, 87–9, 115, 149–51, 319, 333,
444, 445, 505
Mathieu –, 90, 91
non-diffracting –, 89–92, 334
transverse electric (TE) –, 85
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) –, 85
transverse magnetic (TM) –, 85
Weber –, 90, 91
beam parameter product, 244
BEC, see Bose–Einstein condensate
Beer’s law, 239
Beth’s experiment, 2
birefringent particle, 377, 378, 392, 416
blazed diffraction grating, see diffraction grating
Bohr magneton, 505
Bose gas, 508
Bose–Einstein condensate, 498, 508–13
Bose–Hubbard model, 517
boson, 508
bound charges, 46
bound electrons, 68, 69, 470
boundary conditions, 49
– for a Mie sphere, 133
– for a cluster, 174
– for a metal sphere sustaining longitudinal fields,
170
– for finite-difference time-domain algorithm, 182
– for particles with inclusions, 176
bovine serum albumin, 404, 478, 479
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Brewster’s angle, 23, 23
Brown, Robert, 189
Brownian diffusion, see Brownian motion
Brownian dynamics simulations, 199–205
– for non-spherical particles, 212–16
– in a diffusion gradient, 209
– of optically trapped particle, 202–5
– of white noise, 200–2
Brownian motion, 6, 188
– in a diffusion gradient, 207–11, 452–5
– in a random potential, 351–3, 455–9
– in a viscoelastic medium, 211–12
– of optically trapped particle, 202–5
– simulation, see Brownian dynamics simulations
free diffusion, 195–6
inertial regime, 205–7
mathematical models of –, 191
Fokker–Planck equation, see Fokker–Planck
equation
Langevin equation, see Langevin equation
the physical picture of –, 189–90
Brownian ratchets, 459
BSA, see bovine serum albumin
calibration, 273–93
Allan variance, 293
autocorrelation function, 255, 280, 281, 282
crosstalk analysis, 280–3
drag force method, 291–3, 473
equipartition method, 276–8, 378, 473, 502
mean squared displacement function, 255,
278–9
potential analysis, 274–5
power spectrum analysis, 255, 283–90, 473
capture velocity, 501
Carnot, Sadi, 466
CARS, see coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy
cavity enhanced Raman scattering, 434, 439
CCD, see charge-coupled device
CCF, see cross-correlation function
CDM, see coupled dipole method
cell (biological), 39, 240, 312, 349–50, 354–5, 358,
385–93, 395, 398, 401, 404, 405, 409, 410,
412–14, 434, 438
cell membrane, 355, 389–91, 405, 438
cellular adhesion, 386–9
CERS, see cavity enhanced Raman scattering
CFL condition, see Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
condition
charge-coupled device, 261
Chinese hamster ovary cell, 240, 410
Chu, Steven, 3
circular unit vectors, 115
cladding, 357
Clausius–Mossotti relation, 47–50, 52, 54, 58
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, 157, 163, 168–9, 503
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cluster of spheres, see transition matrix, cluster of
spheres
CMOS, see complementary metal oxide
semiconductor
Cohen-Tannoudji, Claude, 3
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, 399
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy, 401, see
also spectroscopic optical tweezers
colloid, 422–30, 449
coma, see aberrations
comet, 1, 2
complementary metal oxide semiconductor, 261, 365
complete unified device architecture, 335
contour length, see worm-like chain model
corkscrew cooling, 503, see also sub-Doppler
cooling
counter-propagating optical tweezers, 29–31, 73, 312,
315, 342, 353–6, 372, 412, 417, 444, 445, 472,
499–504, 530, 531
coupled dipole method, see discrete dipole
approximation
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition, 182
coverslip, 227
critical angle, 23, 23, 104, 357, 358
cross product of a scalar and a vector, 46
cross-section, 54–6
– in quantum mechanics, 510
absorption –, 55, 56, 69, 126
differential scattering –, 125
extinction –, 54, 55, 56, 69, 126
– and optical theorem, 56–8
– for a Mie particle, 136
– in optical force, 60, 63
radiation pressure –, 142, 499, 531
scattering –, 54, 56, 125
– for a Mie particle, 136
crosstalk analysis, see calibration, crosstalk analysis
crystal, colloidal, 455
CUDA, see complete unified device architecture
curl of the curl, 46
cytoskeleton, 386–7, 389–92
DAQ hardware, see data acquisition hardware
dark spectrum, 290–1
data acquisition hardware, 273
– analogue input range, 273
– bandwidth, 273
– input channels, 273
– resolution, 273
– sample rate, 273
single-ended vs. differential inputs, 273
DDA, see discrete dipole approximation
de Broglie wavelength, 486, 509
density
melamin resin –, 237
poly(methyl methacrylate) –, 237
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polystyrene –, 237
silica –, 237
depletion forces, see depletion interactions
depletion interactions, 426–30
Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek theory, 425–6
detuning, 499–503, 505, 506, 531, 533
blue –, 501, 516, 518, 524, 527
red –, 501, 516, 524, 526, 531
diaphragm, 227, 228, 234
condenser –, 232
field stop –, 234
DIC, see differential interference contrast
dichroic mirror, 249
Dicke narrowing, 514
diffraction grating, 76, 323, 325, 326, 333, 335–7
diffractive optical element, 6, 319–23, see also
holographic optical tweezers
diffusion, 6
diffusion coefficient, 193, 195, 197, 274, 449
diffusion constant, see diffusion coefficient
diffusion equation, 191
diffusion gradient, see Brownian motion in a diffusion
gradient
diffusion tensor, 212–13
digital camera, 261–2
– interlaced vs. progressive scan, 261
– sensor, 261
charge-coupled device, see charge-coupled
device
complementary metal oxide semiconductor, see
complementary metal oxide semiconductor
area of interest, 262
binning, 262
deinterlacing, 262
field of view, 262
gain, 262
gamma, 262
subsampling, 262
digital video microscopy, 256–61, 449
comparison of – and interferometry, 268
correction of artefacts when particles are close, 426
dilation filter, 256
erosion filter, 256
feature point detection, 257
holographic –, 261
thresholding, 256
dipole
– approximation, see optical trapping regime,
Rayleigh –
– moment, 43, 67, 399
induced –, 45
– nanoantenna, 476
– traps for cold atoms, 506–7
induced –, 42, 50–2
oscillating –, 42, 50–2
optical force on –, 58–65, 97–8, 106, 504–6
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dipole (cont.)
size parameter, see size parameter
static –, 43–5
torque on –, 43
dipole trap, 504–6, 513–14
discrete dipole approximation, 179–80
dispersion, 33, 246
– relation, 77
divergence of vector cross product, 46
DLVO theory, see Derjaguin–Landau–
Verwey–Overbeek theory
DNA, 371–9, 382, 403
– Young’s modulus, 373
– force–extension curve, 373
– stretching, 372–4
– thermal fluctuations, 374–6
– torsion, 376–9
– torsional modulus, 378
DOE, see diffractive optical element
Doppler cooling limit, 502
below the –, 531–4
Doppler effect, 499, 501
dot product of a scalar and a vector, 46
drift, 193, 207, 209
– current, 197, 198
– force, 309
– velocity, 197, 309, 457
spurious –, see spurious drift
droplet, 433–4, 438, 439, 442–4
liquid crystal –, 417
Drude–Sommerfeld model, 67, 69
DVM, see digital video microscopy
dyadic
– product, 108, 423
unit –, 108
EBCM, see extended boundary condition method
elastic scattering, see Rayleigh scattering
electromagnetic wave, 20, 77–8
plane –, see plane wave
electrostatic interactions, 425–6
energy density, electromagnetic, 55
entanglement, 524
entropic elasticity, see worm-like chain model
entropy production, 463
equipartition theorem, 197
ergodic system, 193, 277
evanescent focus, see focal field
evanescent tweezers, 356–8
evaporative cooling, 508, 513
extended boundary condition method,
155
extended optical potentials, 350–3, 514–18
periodic –, 350–1
quasi-periodic –, 350–1
random –, 351–3, 455–9
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extracellular ligands, 386
extracellular matrix, 386
Fano lineshape, see Fano resonance
Fano resonance, 531–4
Faxén formula, 208, 289
FDTD, see finite-difference time-domain algorithm
feedback cooling, 529–31
fibroblast, 386–7
field distortion, see aberrations
field programmable gate array, 365
filter, 248–9
cut-off wavelength, 249
dichroic mirror, see dichroic mirror
neutral density –, 248–9
wavelength-selective –, 249
bandpass –, 249
edge –, 249
longpass –, 249
notch –, 249
shortpass –, 249
finite difference simulations, 199
finite-difference time-domain algorithm, 180–3,
472
FJC, see freely jointed chain model
flexural persistence length, see worm-like chain
model
fluctuation–dissipation theorem, 199, 462
– for a non-spherical particle, 213
– in a diffusion gradient, 208
– in a viscoelastic medium, 211
fluorescence tweezers, see spectroscopic optical
tweezers
fluorite objective, see objective
focal field, 244
– amplitudes (for T-matrix), 160–2
– of a Gaussian beam (approximated), 61
electromagnetic calculation, 92–7
– near interfaces, 100–2
– near interfaces (aberrations), 102
– near interfaces (evanescent waves),
102–4
focusing
– in the ray optics regime, 31, 32
– near an interface, 100–2
filling factor, 34–5
numerical aperture, 34–5
Fokker–Planck equation, 197
force
– measurement, see force measurement
binding –, see optical binding
optical –, see optical force
force measurement, see also photonic force
microscope
direct –, 312–16
drift method, 309–11, see also spurious force
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equilibrium distribution method, 308, see also
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
non-conservative effects, 311
FPGA, see field programmable gate array
fractal plasmonics, 477
fractional optical vortices, 342
free diffusion, 201, 449, see also free diffusion
equation
– of a non-spherical particle, 213–15
inertial regime, 205
free diffusion equation, 191, 195–6, 201
– of a non-spherical particle, 213–15
free electrons, 67, 69, 470
freely jointed chain model, 374
Fresnel diffraction integral, 321
Fresnel lens, 323, 325, 326, 337
Fresnel plane, 336, 338
Fresnel’s coefficients
– for electric fields, 101
– for intensity, 21–3
friction coefficient, 193, 194, 197, 274
– for a non-spherical particle, 213
– for a spherical particle, see Stokes’ law
fundamental theorem of vector calculus, see
Helmholtz decomposition
galvo-mirror, 252, 340–1, 363
gauge
– transformation, 112
Coulomb –, 111–13
Lorentz –, 112
transverse –, see Coulomb gauge
Gaunt integrals, 163
generalised Lorenz–Mie theories, 155
generalised phase contrast, 341–2
geometrical optics, 19, see also optical trapping
regime, ray optics –
Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm, see holographic optical
tweezers
giant unilamellar vesicle, 433, 435
GLMT, see generalised Lorenz–Mie theories
Gouy phase shift, 84, 85, 264, 266
GPC, see generalised phase contrast
GPE, see Gross–Pitaevskii equation
GPU, see graphical processing unit computing
GPU computing, 335
gradient of vector dot product, 46
graphene, 398, 400, 402, 488–9, 492, 531
graphical processing unit computing, see GPU
computing
Gross–Pitaevskii equation, 509
GUV, see giant unilamellar vesicle
half-wave plate, 249–50
haptic tweezers, 362–5
Hatano and Sasa equality, 467
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heat engine (microscopic), 465–7
Helmholtz decomposition, 111
Helmholtz equation, 77
homgeneous –, 77
scalar –, 92, 116
solution of –, 123
vector –, 92, 123
solution of –, 126
Helmholtz free energy, 428, 430
Hermite polynomials, 85
hologram, see holographic optical tweezers, hologram
generation
holographic optical tweezers, 6, 319–43
– performance
algorithm comparison, 328
average intensity, 327
efficiency, 327
standard deviation, 327
uniformity, 327
applications, 349–51, 397, 411, 415–17, 434, 435,
443, 455, 514
basic working principle, 320–3
diffraction grating, see diffraction grating
Fresnel lens, see Fresnel lens
hologram generation, 324–35
adaptive–additive algorithm, 331–2
Bessel beams, 334
continuous optical potentials, 334–5
direct search algorithms, 332
Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm, 329, 331
Hermite–Gaussian beams, 334
Laguerre–Gaussian beams, 332–4
Monte Carlo algorithms, 332
non-diffracting beams, 334
random mask encoding, 327–8
random superposition of gratings and lenses,
329
simulated annealing, 332
single trap, 325
superposition of gratings and lenses, 328–9
weighted Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm, 330
set-up, 335–8
spatial light modulator, see spatial light modulator
holographic video microscopy, see digital video
microscopy
Hooke’s law, 4, 297, 311, see also trap stiffness
HOT, see holographic optical tweezers
hot spot, 361, 471, 476, 534
HWP, see half-wave plate
hydrodynamic equations of superfluids, 512
hydrodynamic forces, see hydrodynamic interactions
hydrodynamic interactions, 207–11, 355, 375, 423–5,
452–5
– to the power spectral density, 288–90
hydrodynamic memory effect, 288
hyper-polarisability tensor, 399, see also polarisability
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hyper-Raman scattering, 399
hyper-Rayleigh scattering, 399
illumination scheme, 232–6
bright-field microscopy, 232–4
dark-field illumination, 235–6
differential interference contrast, 235, 236
Köhler illumination, 233–4
Kretschmann geometry, see Kretschmann geometry
phase contrast, 234–5
immersion oil, 227
– properties, 229
Ince polynomials, 104
inelastic scattering, see Raman scattering
information-to-energy conversion, 465
integrated device, 354, 358, 409–17, 492
integrin, 386–7
intensity law of geometrical optics, 94, 95
intensity, electromagnetic wave, 77
interferometry, 262–73
comparison of digital video microscopy and –,
268
crosstalk, see calibration, crosstalk analysis
position sensing detector, see position sensing
detector
quadrant photodetector, see quadrant photodetector
intrinsic elasticity, see worm-like chain model
Jabłoński diagram, 396
Jarzynski equality, 464–5
Köhler, August, 234
Kepler, Johannes, 1, 2
Kramers rates, 449–51
Kramers–Kronig relations, 212
Kretschmann configuration, see Kretschmann
geometry
Kretschmann geometry, 359, 470, 474, 475
lab on a chip, 409–17
ladder operators, 120
quantum –, 527
Landé gyromagnetic factor, 505
Landauer bound, 468
Landauer principle, 467
Langevin equation, 191, 194–5
– for optically trapped particle, 202
– in a diffusion gradient, 207–11
– in a potential, 194
– in a rotational force field, 301
– in a viscoelastic medium, 211
hydrodynamic interaction between two particles,
423
inertial regime, 205–7
overdamped –, 195
laser, 244–6
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– beam quality, 244
– classification scheme, 245
– frequency stability, 246
– noise, 246
– pointing stability, 245
– power stability, 246
– safety, 244
laser cooling
– of atoms, 498–504
– of levitated particles, 528–34
Doppler –, 498–502, 531–4
feedback –, 529–31
sub-Doppler –, 502–4, 531–4
LCoS, see liquid crystal on silicon
leapfrog algorithm, 190
lens, 246–8
– anti-reflection coating, 247
– material, 246
– shape, 246–8
– surface quality, 247
light shift, see ac Stark shift
light spectrum, 290–1
like-charge attraction, 426
linear polarisability tensor, see polarisability
linear Raman effect, see Raman scattering
liposome, 435
liquid crystal, 339, 410, 417
liquid crystal on silicon, 339
localised surface plasmons, 470, 471
Lorentz force, 59, 65, 107
Lorentz–Lorenz relation, 179, see also
Clausius–Mossotti relation
Loschmidt’s paradox, 463
low-Reynolds-number regime, 6, 193, 193, 195, 197,
215, 288, 392
LSP, see localised surface plasmons
magnetic induction (formula), 77
magnetic trap, 507–8
magnetic tweezers, 9
magnetisation, 48
magneto-optical trap, 505–6
maximum permissible exposure, 245
Maxwell fluid, see viscoelastic medium
Maxwell stress tensor, 106, 107–11
Maxwell’s demon, 465
Maxwell’s equations, 47
boundary conditions, 49
differential form of –, 47
integral form of –, 47
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, 197–8, 198, 209,
274, 452–5, 529
mean squared displacement, 193, 203
– analysis, see calibration, mean squared
displacement function
– in a speckle optical field, 458
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– of particle with inertia, 206
– of trapped particle, 204, 205
melamin resin, 237
metal sphere, see transition matrix, metal sphere
MF, see melamin resin
micromachine, 409, 415–17
microrobot, see micromachine
Mie coefficients, 134
Wiscombe formula, 134
Mie resonances, 136–7, 151, 531
Mie scattering, 7, 116, 132–7
boundary conditions, 133
extension of – to particles sustaining longitudinal
fields, 170–2
extension of – to radially symmetric particles,
172–3
Mie theory, see Mie scattering
Mie, Gustav, 132
Minkowski momentum, see Abraham–Minkowski
dilemma
mirror, 248
dichroic –, see dichroic mirror
molecular dynamics simulations, 190
molecule, 3–4, 371–82
momentum of a photon, 2–3, 24–5, see also
Abraham–Minkowski dilemma
– for direct force measurement, 312–14
angular –, 131
laser cooling, 499–504
momentum relaxation time, 205
monochromatic plane wave, see plane wave
MOT, see magneto-optical trap
motor protein, 371, 379–82
Mott insulator, 517
Mott transition, 517
MPE, see maximum permissible exposure
MSD, see mean squared displacement
multimode fibre, 456
multipole
addition theorem, see multipole, translation theorem
rotation theorem, 165–8
translation theorem, 162–5
multipole expansion, 126–31
– for fields regular at the origin, 129
– for fields satisfying the radiation condition at
infinity, 129–30
– of a plane wave, 130–1
myosin, 371, 379–82, 390
NA, see objective, numerical aperture
nanofibre, 490, 492
nanotube, 396–8, 401–2, 417, 488–9, 492
nanowire, 216–17, 316, 349, 358, 397–8, 404, 471–3,
480, 485–6, 488, 490–2
Navier–Stokes equations in the low-Reynolds-number
regime, 288
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NESS, see non-equilibrium steady state
neuron, 385, 389–92
– directed growth, 385, 389–92
Nichols and Hull’s experiments, 2
niosome, 435
nocodazole, 390
Nomarski prism, 236
Nomarski, Georges, 236
non-equilibrium steady state, 467
normal dispersion, 33
numerical aperture, see objective, numerical aperture
Nyquist frequency, 284
OAM, see orbital angular momentum
objective, 226–32
– abbreviations, 228
– aberration correction, see aberration correction,
objective
– immersion medium, 227
– magnification, 230
– parfocal distance, 231
– screw threads, 232
– transmission coefficient, 95
– transmission efficiency, 230
– tube length, 232
– working distance, 227
achromatic –, 226, 230
apochromatic –, 226, 231
filling factor, 34–7
fluorite –, 226, 230–1
numerical aperture, 35, 76, 227
phase contrast –, 228, 235
total internal reflection –, 100, 102, 103, 227,
356
OD, see optical density
optical binding, 42, 70–3, 354–6, 358–9, 444, 445,
472, 474, 479, 489
optical bottle, 441, 445
optical chromatography, 410, 446
optical conveyor, 417
optical density, 249
optical elevator, 342
optical fibre trap, 353–6, 412–14, 416
optical force
– (electromagnetic theory), 109, 137–9
– from plane wave, 139–43
– in optical tweezers, 146–9
transfer of orbital angular momentum, 149–51
– calculated with T-matrix, 156–8
– calculated with dipole–dipole approximation,
180
– calculated with finite-difference time domain,
180–1
– exerted by a focused beam on a sphere (ray
optics), 32
– exerted by a ray at an interface, 26
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optical force (cont.)
– exerted by a ray on a mirror, 24
– exerted by a ray on a sphere, 27
– exerted on a dipole, 60
– on a dipole, 58–65
– on a dipole near focus, 97–8
conservative –, 29, 61, 63
gradient –, 2, 26–9
gradient – (ray optics), 27
gradient – exerted on a dipole, 61–3
non-conservative –, 29, 63, 64, 311
regime comparison, 106
scattering –, 2, 26–9
scattering – (ray optics), 27
scattering – exerted on a dipole, 63–4
spin-curl – exerted on a dipole, 64, 65
optical force lithography, 490–2
optical lattices, see extended optical potentials
optical lift effect, 39
optical molasses, 499–504, 514–18, 532
optical potentials, see extended optical potentials
optical pumping, 502
optical sorting, 410–12, 417, see also optical
chromatography
optical stretcher, 354–5, 412, 413
optical theorem, 56–8, 58, 126
optical torque, 6
– (electromagnetic theory), 109, 137–9
– by a ray on a convex particle, 38
– calculated with T-matrix, 158–60
– calculated with dipole–dipole approximation,
180
– calculated with finite-difference time domain,
180–1
optical torque wrench, 371, 378–9
optical trapping regime, 6–8
– comparison, 106
intermediate –, 7, 106
ray optics –, 7, 19–41, 106
Rayleigh –, 7, 42–74, 106
optical tweezers, invention of, 3
optoelectronic tweezers, 9
optofluidic device, 354, 358, 409–17, 492
optomechanics, 524–34
– with levitated particles, 528–34
cavity
optical amplification, 524
optical cooling, 524
cavity –, 524–8
resolved sideband regime of –, 527
weak retardation regime of –, 526
orbital angular momentum, see angular momentum
organelle, 395, 405
Oseen tensor, 423
overdamped regime, see low-Reynolds-number
regime
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parametric resonance, 443
paraxial approximation, 83
paraxial beam, 83–92
focusing of –, 81
electromagnetic theory, 92–7
ray optics theory, 31, 32
particle sustaining longitudinal fields, see transition
matrix, metal sphere
partition function, 198
PBS, see polarising beam splitter
PCA, see principal component analysis transform
Perrin, Jean, 188
persistence length, see worm-like chain model
Petzval field curvature, see aberrations
PFM, see photonic force microscopy
phase singularity, 87
phasor, 50, 51, 55, 77, 110, 114
Phillips, William D., 3
photocurrent, 271
photodamage, 230, 239–40, 346, 349, 397
photodetector, 271–3
– bandwidth, 272
– dark current, 272
– junction capacitance, 272
– material, 272
– mode of operation (photoconductive or
photovoltaic), 272
– noise equivalent power, 272
– quantum efficiency, 272
– responsivity, 271
photoluminescence tweezers, see spectroscopic
optical tweezers
photon, 24
photonic force microscopy, 3, 296–300
photonic jet, 405
photonic torque microscopy, 300–7
measurement of non-conservative radiation forces,
311
photopolymerisation, 490
plane of incidence, 21
plane wave, 20, 77, 79
evanescent –, 79
expansion in multipoles of a –, see multipole
expansion
magnetic induction of a –, 77
propagating –, 79
plasma frequency, 67, 68, 170
plasmon, 67
plasmonic aperture, 477–9
plasmonic optical tweezers, 359–61, 412, 414, 474–7
plasmonic particle, 8, 67–70, 170–2, 470, 471–4,
485–6, 492, 531, 532, 534
heating, 403, 473, 474, 480, 485–6, 492
plasmonic resonance, 397, 402–3, 470–4
plasmonics, 470–80
PMMA, see poly(methyl methacrylate)
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point matching, 183
polarisability, 45, 136, 399
– of a plasmonic nanoparticle, 69
– of a small dielectric sphere, see
Clausius–Mossotti relation
radiative correction to the –, see radiative
correction
atomic –, 65–7
nonlinear –, 45
polarisation, 21, 45, 48
p- –, 21
s- –, 21
circular –, 78, 115
elliptical –, 78
linear –, 77
polarisation charges, 46, 48
polarisation control, 249–50
half-wave plate, see half-wave plate
polarising beam splitter, see polarising beam splitter
quarter-wave plate, see quarter-wave plate
polarising beam splitter, 250
poly(methyl methacrylate), 237
polymerosome, 435
polystyrene, 237
position sensing detector, 263, 266, 271
– for direct force measurement, 312–16
crosstalk, see calibration, crosstalk analysis
transverse forward position detection, 265
power spectral density, see calibration, power
spectrum analysis
power spectrum, see calibration, power spectrum
analysis
Poynting vector, 20, 55, 60, 63
Poynting’s theorem, 55, 55, 110
Poynting, John Henri, 2
principal component analysis transform, 281, 307
prism, 19, 235, 236, 250, 359, 413, 474
probability density distribution, 191
equilibrium –, see Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
product rule for the gradient, 46
PS, see polystyrene
PSD, see position sensing detector or power spectral
density
pupil function, 95
QPD, see quadrant photodetector
quadrant photodetector, 263, 266, 271
crosstalk, see calibration, crosstalk analysis
longitudinal forward position detection, 267
longitudinal forward scattering, 267
transverse backward position detection, 270
transverse backward scattering, 270
transverse forward position detection, 265
transverse forward scattering, 265
quadrupole trap, 507
quantised vortices, 512
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quantum coherence, 524
quantum dot, 184, 487, 531, 533–4
quantum efficiency, 272
quantum interference, 531
quantum superposition of motional states, 524
quantum well, 487
quantum wire, 487
quarter-wave plate, 250
quasicrystal, colloidal, 455–6
QWP, see quarter-wave plate
Rabi frequency, 499, 503
radially symmetric particle, see transition matrix,
radially symmetric sphere
radiation condition at infinity, 121
radiative correction, 52–4
radiative reaction, 54
Raman cooling, 498, 504
Raman scattering, 397, 398
Raman tweezers, see spectroscopic optical tweezers
random mask encoding, see holographic optical
tweezers
random number, 192, 193, 200, 202, 214, 284,
285
random walk, 188, 191, 192–4
– in momentum space, 502
biased –, 193
ray, 19, 20
– reflection, 19, 21
– transmission, 19, 21
Rayleigh scattering, 397, 401
Rayleight spectroscopy, see spectroscopic optical
tweezers
RBC, see red blood cell
recoil limit, 504
red blood cell, 354–5, 358, 395, 401
reflection coefficient, 22, 23
refractive index, 20, 25
air –, 8
immersion oil –, 229
lens material –, 246
melamin resin –, 237
poly(methyl methacrylate) –, 237
polystyrene –, 237
silica –, 237
water –, 8
regime, optical trapping, see optical trapping regime
residual colour, 230
Reynolds number, 6, 193, 193, 195, 197, 215, 392
RMS standard, 225
rotor of vector cross product, 46
SAM, see spin angular momentum
sample preparation, 236–9
saturation intensity of the atomic transition, 499
scalar potential, 111, 112
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scanning tunnelling microscopy, 8, 297
scattering amplitude, 57, 82, 116, 135, 510
normalised –, 125, 126
scattering in quantum mechanics, 510
scattering problem, 106, 110, 116, 123–6, 154
scratch-dig, 247
SDE, see stochastic differential equation
SDS, see sodium dodecyl sulphate
self-diffusion time, 449
self-field interaction, 54
self-induced back action, 345, 361–2, 477–9
semi-apochromat objective, see objective
SERS, see surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
set-up construction
digital video microscope –, 256–61, see also digital
video microscopy
digital camera, see digital camera
holographic optical tweezers, 335–8, see also
holographic optical tweezers
spatial light modulator, see spatial light
modulator
inverted microscope –, 222–6
illumination scheme, see illumination scheme
objective, see objective
optical components
filter, see filter
lens, see lens
mirror, see mirror
polarisation control, see polarisation control
photonic force microscope –, 262–71, see also
photonic force microscopy and interferometry
data acquisition hardware, see data acquisition
hardware
photodetector, see photodetector
sample preparation, see sample preparation
spectroscopic optical tweezers, 346–7, see also
spectroscopic optical tweezers
stability, 222
noise tests, 290
standard optical tweezers –, 239–44
laser, see laser
operation, 250–1
steerable –, 251–3
SIBA, see self-induced back action
silica, 237
size parameter, 8, 98, 134, 135, 142
skin depth, 68
SLM, see spatial light modulator
Snell’s law, 21, 100, 101
sodium dodecyl sulphate, 239
SOT, see spectroscopic optical tweezers
spatial light modulator, 338–40
– damage threshold, 340
– phase resolution, 339
– pixel filling factor, 339
– pixel number, 339
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– pixel size, 339
– polarisation sensitivity, 339
– wavelength range, 339
comparison with acousto-optic deflector and
galvo-mirror, 340–1
speckle optical tweezers, 351–3, 411–12, 446, 455–9
spectroscopic optical tweezers, 346–50, 395–405,
409, 412, 433, 435
absorption spectroscopy, 396–8
basic set-up designs, 346–7
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy, 402
fluorescence tweezers, 347–9, 397, 409, 434, 438
photoluminescence tweezers, 348, 349, 396–8
Raman tweezers, 348, 349–50, 395, 398–402, 409,
435
Rayleigh spectroscopy, 402–4
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, 402–4
sphere with inclusions, see transition matrix, sphere
with inclusions
spherical Bessel equation, 121
spherical Bessel functions, 121, 122
spherical Bessel functions of the first kind, see
spherical Bessel functions
spherical Bessel functions of the second kind, see
spherical Neumann functions
spherical Hankel functions, 121, 122
spherical harmonics, 117–20
– rotation, 165
– translation, 162
addition theorem, 119
spherical Neumann functions, 121, 122
spin angular momentum, see angular momentum
spinor Bose gas, 513
SPP, see surface plasmon polariton
spurious drift, 207, 209–11, 309–11, 452–5
spurious force, 309–11
stationary phase method, 82
statistical physics, 448–59
Stirling cycle (microscopic), 467
STM, see scanning tunnelling microscopy
stochastic activation, 459
stochastic differential equation, 195
numerical solution of –, 199, see also finite
difference simulations
stochastic integral, 209
anti-Itô –, 209
isothermal –, 209
Itô –, 209
Stratonovich –, 209
stochastic resonance, 451–3
stochastic resonant dampining, 459
Stokes flow, 423
Stokes’ law, 194, 198
sub-Doppler cooling, 502–4, 514, 531–4
subdiffusion, see anomalous diffusion
superdiffusion, see anomalous diffusion
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superfluidity, 512
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, see
spectroscopic optical tweezers
surface plasmon, 170, 470, 474–7
surface plasmon polariton, see surface plasmon
surface plasmon polaritons, 470
Sysyphus cooling, see sub-Doppler cooling
Szilard engine, 468
T-matrix, see transition matrix
Talbot effect, 104
tapered fibre, 357
telecentric imaging system, 93
thalassaemia, 395
thermal energy, 6, 189, 372, 390, 465, 505
thermodynamics, 462–8
first law of –, 462
second law of –, 462
violations of the second law of –, 462–4
Thomas–Fermi limit, 510
time-averaged orbiting potential trap, 507
TIRM, see total internal reflection microscopy
TOP trap, see time-averaged orbiting potential trap
torque
optical –, see optical torque
total internal reflection, 23, 100, 102, 103, 356, 414
total internal reflection microscopy, 296, 298
tractor beam, 417
transition matrix, 116, 131–2, 155–79
addition theorem, see multipole, addition theorem
aggregates of spheres, 174–6
cluster of spheres, 174–9
convergence, 178–9
metal sphere, 170–2
particle sustaining longitudinal fields, see transition
matrix, metal sphere
radially symmetric sphere, 172–3
rotation theorem, see multipole, rotation theorem
sphere with inclusions, 176–8
transmission coefficient, 22, 23
trap stiffness, 4, 32
– calibration, see calibration
autocorrelation function as a function of –, 204
experimentally measured –, 255
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mean squared displacement as a function of –, 204
numerically calculated –, 106
relevance of non-conservative optical forces on –,
311
trapping efficiency, 27, 34, 36
Triton-X, 239
vaterite particle, 392, 416
vector identities, 46
vector potential, 111, 112
electric field in terms of –, 114
vector spherical harmonics, 126–8
– rotation, 165
– translation, 163
velocity-selective coherent population trapping, 504
vesicle, 433, 435–8, 486
vesicle fusion, 438
vesicle membrane, 433, 435–8
virus, 3, 395, 405
viscoelastic medium, 211–12
VSCPT, see velocity-selective coherent population
trapping
wave equation, 77
whispering gallery mode, see Mie resonance
white noise, 195
simulation of –, 200–2
Wigner rotation matrices, 165, 166
windmill effect, 6, 39, 139, 416
WLC model, see worm-like chain model
Wollaston prism, 236
worm-like chain model, 372–4
contour length, 372
entropic elasticity, 372
flexural persistence length, 372
intrinsic elasticity, 372
yeast cell, 401
Yee cell, 181, 182
Yee lattice, 181
Yukawa model, 449
Zernike polynomials, 332
Zernike, Frits, 234
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